Almost 9 years ago, I joined Kyalami Preparatory School as
a Deputy Head in charge of Sport. I will never forget my first
morning at the school that would become my home for 6
fantastic years. Despite my initial concern about moving to
a school half the size of the one I had come from, I would
come to learn this is one of Kyalami Preps greatest strengths.
What I experienced on that first day was an immediate feeling
of warmth, welcome and closeness. I would go on to discover
that this was not unique to Kyalami Preparatory, but rather
to our Group as a whole. Our schools really are places where
the pupils are put first and where personal relationships are
highly valued.
I have had the great fortune to work with some of the finest
educators and people in our industry. In 2020, our teachers
and administrators proved their worth. Make no mistake, the
response to COVID-19 was exceptionally difficult, fluid and
nuanced. Were it not for the people on the ground, who
implemented the concepts and methodologies that we
proposed, the delivery of vital teaching and learning would
have fallen flat. We may well have gone the same route as a
number of schools that will never be able to make up for the
lost time brought on by COVID-19. I believe that our response
to the delivery of learning in an exceptionally challenging
environment, moving a physical curriculum online, then bringing
pupils back onto our campuses, coupled with hybrid teaching to on-site and at-home pupils, was strong and effective.
We planned in advance for school closures, we were ready
from the very first lockdown day and the product went from
strength to strength for the remainder of the year.
Our schools delivered. Our teachers and our administrative
staff worked harder than they ever have to ensure the
continuity of learning for all of our pupils. I watched virtual,
Grade 000 story rings and I marvelled at how engaged even
our youngest pupils were. I participated in lessons in higher
grades and, without doubt, can say that the biggest positive
to come out of the pandemic for us (our schools and your
children) is the leap forward that we have made in the
integration of technology into our curriculum. We have moved
into technology use that, for us, was only planned for
implementation in years to come.
The success of the 2020 academic year would not have been
possible without the willingness of our parent body to engage
in a close working partnership with our schools. Never before
has it been more important to have had a strong parentschool bond as in 2020. My sincerest thanks for your support
and for the trust placed in our schools and in our systems.
This trust was evidenced by the fact that, when our schools
reopened, an overwhelming majority of parents chose to
send their children back to school physically. The return of
pupils to our campuses would not have happened without
proper cleaning, PPE and sanitation systems which were
robust and effective. It would be remiss of me to not recognise
and thank our cleaning and grounds staff for the incredible
work that they have done to keep us all safe.

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank our parent
body for their continued payment of school fees. As an NPC,
we are close to 100% reliant on the collection of school fees
to continue to remain operational.
Our Group is led by a very effective and engaged Board of
Directors, chaired by Dr Herb Chikwanda. I cannot thank
the Board enough for the support shown to me, first as Head
of KPS and then as Group CEO. I have learned a great deal
during our time together which will stand me in good stead
in years to come. Similarly, the Executive Committee of the
Schools is made up of educators vastly more experienced
than myself whose sole goal is the betterment of our Group
as a whole. It has been an honour to lead such a wonderfully
dedicated group of people who I consider to be friends,
rather than simply colleagues.
In an end of year speech that I gave at one of our campuses,
I spoke about the mask. I find the wearing of masks to be
hugely frustrating and I can only imagine how hard it must
be to teach and to learn whilst wearing a mask all day. While
the physical mask is an absolute necessity in the fight against
COVID-19, I asked our pupils to think about how good it
feels when they get home and are able to take their masks
off. Further to this, I challenged our pupils to think about the
parts of their personality and their inner-selves that they may
be masking, purposefully or not, and then to consider how
good it would feel to unmask their true-selves. COVID-19
has taught us that life is fragile and that it is finite. We should
not spend our lives trying to be someone, or something,
that we are not! Next year, 2021, should be the year where
we all strive to be the truest version of ourselves.
I wish you nothing but the best of luck for your future,
I really am going to miss this very special Group of Schools.
Two sayings have stayed with me over the years and I would
like to end off by sharing them with you again:
Inkunzi isematoleni, meaning The Bull is amongst the calves.
I know that our pupils are going to go on to lead, and, Umuntu,
Ngumuntu, Ngabantu which translates to, I am, because you
are. Thank you, Kyalalmi Schools, for making me who I am.
I will carry with me nothing but the fondest memories of my
time with the Group.
Mr Gary Botha
CEO - Kyalami Schools

Overall, the year 2020 has been decidedly awful for most,
and on many levels. It has been an annus horribilis for the world.
Despite this, the Kyalami Schools Group (KSG) has emerged
stronger precisely because we have grasped the nettle, as you
will appreciate before the end of this address.
What would have been a smooth, routine start to the academic
year came to a screeching halt when President Cyril Ramaphosa
addressed the nation on 15 March 2020 to declare a National
State of Disaster. He also announced urgent and drastic measures
to mitigate the worst effects of the coronavirus pandemic on
individuals, communities and businesses. One of the measures
was the closure of schools from 18 March 2020 until after the
Easter weekend, Tuesday 14 April.
On 23 March 2020, the President addressed the nation again,
this time to announce a nation-wide lockdown at the highest
risk-adjusted level, effective from midnight on Thursday 26
March to 16 April. The country has been in lockdown mode
since then, albeit at reducing risk-adjusted levels.
As if to emphatically prove that it never rains but pours down,
the rating agency Moodys Investment Service finally pulled the
trigger on 27 March and downgraded South Africas rating to
sub-investment grade. Furthermore, on 29 April S & P Global
Ratings, which had long downgraded South Africa to subinvestment, pushed the country deeper into junk territory on
expectations that the coronavirus pandemic would drag the
country into sharper economic downturn. Moodys and Fitch
Ratings went on to exacerbate the situation by downgrading
the country further into junk status on 20 November 2020.
All these events have had a devastating impact on the economy,
on businesses, on families and on individuals. Reduced economic
activity has led to a significant GDP contraction between the
first and second quarters of 2020, business closures, loss of
family incomes due to retrenchments and reductions in disposable
income due to salary cuts. Many parents are enduring financial
stress and hardships. Because some of our parents have struggled
to meet their school fee payment obligations, we activated
mechanisms to assist those in demonstrable distress. I dare say
that the modest school fee increase of 5.5% implemented for
2020 has somewhat cushioned the financial blows some of our
parents are experiencing. In the light of this, the Board has
resolutely gone a step further by implementing a 0% increase
in school fees and staff salaries for 2021.
Upon announcement of the closure of schools from 1 8
March 2020 to 14 April, KSG adapted and sprang into action.
We adopted two principal modes of delivery of our Academic
programs to be implemented during the envisaged long period
of national lockdown, namely the Remote Online Teaching &
Learning Programme and the Hybrid Learning Model. These
modes of delivery have necessitated rapid upskilling of staff and
pupils, and to some extent, some parents as well! Through
improvisation and innovation, the phasing in of the different
school grades for physical contact teaching from 1 June onwards
turned out to be a seamless transition. This has ensured the
upholding of the high quality of KSGs signature academic
offering. No less than four South African universities recently
attested to this high quality by confirming that a total of
19 alumni of the Group have gone on to be placed on the
Deans List over the period 2015-2019. This academic award
or distinction recognizes the highest levels of scholarship
attained by our past students.
As if superimposed on the aforementioned global and national
dynamics by design, protests under the Black Lives Matter
banner rocked streets in towns and cities around the world.
An incident of police brutality on 25 May in the USA that led
to the death of a black man called George Floyd sparked the
protests. Inevitably or coincidentally, issues of racism in South
Africa and at a number of local schools bubbled up to the

surface and became quite topical in social media. The Board
took an early decision on 11 June 2020, to convene a special
town-hall type meeting with the Matric pupils and staff of
Beaulieu College. After the second such meeting, and having
heard accounts of lived experiences of racism, the Board
immediately established an Anti-Racism Task Team (ARTT)
comprising a range of pupil representatives, and both academic
and auxiliary staff representatives. Its work is subject to welldefined Terms of Reference and aims to help the KSG campuses
detect, minimise and eliminate racism in its explicit and implicit
forms. The ARTT meets regularly and reports directly to the
Chairman and the CEO.
Despite the aforementioned sets of dynamics affecting KSG
and the financial difficulties our parents have experienced, we
have managed to keep enrolments for 2020 at 101.8% of budget
at BC, 99.2% of budget at BPS and 92.8% of budget at KPS.
It is particularly gratifying to record that of Beaulieu Colleges
Grade 8 enrolment tally of 104 for 2021, 74% will be from KPS
and BPS. This is a significant improvement on the 49% ratio for
2020.
Most of the achievements and highlights mentioned here
occurred with Gary Botha at the helm as Group CEO. By now,
most of you will know that we have bid farewell to Gary since
he has elected to relocate to the UK, for family reasons. Because
he gave us sufficient advance warning, we have had ample time
to search for his replacement. After a thorough, rigorous
interview and selection process, the Board appointed, and
therefore welcomes, Tom Hamilton who will start on 2 January
2021. I want to express my appreciation of the energy and
vigour that Gary brought to the role of Group CEO and his
willingness to engage fully with the Board members. I wish Tom
a smooth transition into the Group and look forward to working
with him closely as we embark on scaling greater heights.
I have no doubt whatsoever that, operationally, we are on solid
ground and are therefore ready to enhance the Group brands
foothold and expand its footprint well into the future. I am,
however, acutely aware of the many more challenges we will
continue to encounter, for as long as the world remains in the
grip of the COVID-19 pandemic. There will be no getting back
to normality. We have already begun to re-define this, thus
forming a new normalcy. That is what we need to adapt to, and
to embrace. We have what it takes to grasp the nettle.
In conclusion, I must commend and congratulate the Executive
Team and our staff on weathering the many storms we have
encountered this year. I should also thank my fellow Directors
for working closely as a nimble, mean and lean Board. More
particularly, I want to thank the current and prospective parents
and children who are the most important reason the Kyalami
Schools Group exists.
Dr Herb Chikwanda
Chairman - Board of Directors

Twenty twenty will be a year which will not easily be forgotten.
The quips around having 20/20 vision still sting, as we did not see
a national lockdown coming, nor did we foresee the magnitude of
the consequences of a worldwide pandemic and the unprecedented
scale of its effects on all that we knew and took for granted.
On 17 March, the schooling system changed overnight. The good
and the bad were consigned to history and we started again from
scratch. We re-imagined education in a completely new context,
so that the academic year would not be wasted. We had three
afternoons in which to formulate a plan and then we asked our
staff to execute it in the 17 days which remained of the first school
term. It was an anxious and challenging time for the staff. Luckily,
Kyalami Schools had already identified itself as a Google School
and the preliminary training, in the Google Suite, had taken place
in the week prior to the Presidents announcement that all South
African schools would be closed on 18 March. What we hadnt
learned by then, we had to teach ourselves and then we had to
adapt the curriculum so that it could be taught online. Luckily too,
we had a secret weapon. We had the right staff. Ive always known
how lucky we are to have staff who act unerringly in the interests
of the children. They demonstrated their calibre, once again.
They solved problems by the minute and they forged a new path
whilst learning precious lessons along the way. Our parents, although
finding themselves in a Level 5 Lockdown, supported the teachers
and their children, despite their own rapidly changing circumstances
and the overwhelming uncertainty which became the new norm
across the country and across the world.
The April holiday brought some relief and a breather for exhausted
staff. Even then, we harboured the dream that we would return
to school in May and put online teaching behind us. We quickly
learned that our thinking had been wishful and we worked
throughout the remainder of the holiday so that we would be
ready for the new term. We developed new online material and
Term Two began like no other term before it; with staff and pupils
online in their homes.
After further confusion and uncertainty, the Education Department
announced that schools could re-open provided that the necessary
Personal Protective Equipment was in place, and provided
that they could implement a complex COVID-1 9 Standard
Operating Procedure. We welcomed back our Grade 7s on 1 June.
By then, the Grade 7s had completed 7 school weeks online.
Thus commenced an even more challenging period as we introduced
the hybrid model: with some children physically at school and
other children, in the same class, online. This was even more
difficult from a teaching perspective, but the teachers were
glad to have the children back and the children were delighted
to be back at school. Nothing was the same, but we were back!
Then we suffered through a period in which 11 members of the
school staff and pupil body contracted the virus. Luckily, no-one
was seriously ill and we were heartened that none of the infections
could be traced back to the school environment. We had a difficult
time in finding replacement staff and several individuals, and
classes, had to revert to online learning whilst enduring self
isolation/quarantine. When the winter term ended, we again
breathed a sigh of relief as we had come through the term
successfully and we were relatively unscathed. We had learned
how to live, and work, alongside the virus and we knew that our
children and staff were as safe as they could be.
Although we had had a full term at school, and we had lengthened
the term by a week, we had had no sport whatsoever, barring the
co-curricular activities which could be done online. We learned
again what we already knew - that this could not be good for the
children. In September, our spirits lifted along with the brightening
weather as larger numbers of children reappeared on campus.
The weeks went by without further infections and more and more
children returned to campus. We did not have a single new infection
across the three Kyalami Schools campuses (approximately 1650
pupils and approximately 240 staff).

We asked all the children to be back on campus to write formal
tests and exams and made arrangements for some children to
write, in isolation, in COVID-free school venues. Then we asked
all children to return to school full-time. Our luck held and we
completed the term with all pupils and teachers present on
campus. Although some of the co-curricular activities had
continued online, school sport had been jettisoned, of necessity,
in mid-March. Wed reintroduced Physical Education lessons
during the school morning so that children could remain physically
active but we all knew that it wasnt enough. We reintroduced
the extra-cost sport and cultural programmes as these had been
granted permission to resume, under particular conditions, by
their controlling bodies. The Education Department remained
steadfast in suspending sports practices and matches for the
remainder of the year. We watched fitness levels, stamina, core
strength and endurance decline along with the childrens spirits.
They missed the activity, their social nature, and the competition
but there was nothing to be done. We were able to conclude
the year with some prizegivings, Grade 0 Graduation, Grade 7
Valediction and the Grade 7 Leavers dinner. Sadly, parents could
not be included in some of these due to the regulations and
restrictions on indoor gatherings. Where possible, events were
staged outdoors.
Although we were unable to hold many of our usual school
events in 2020, we focused on academics and on the things
which could be done given the circumstances. And we did not
miss a school day.
I could not be more proud of our pupils, staff and parents for
working together to ensure that all was not lost when things
could have been so very different. I applaud you all for your
efforts and for your resilience despite the obstacles which
littered the path.
Amidst this difficult backdrop, we said goodbye to our beloved
Mrs Bain. Mrs Bain is a founding member of staff and she has
cared for, and taught, the youngest children at Beaulieu Prep,
and then BeNS, over twenty-five years. There could be no fanfare
although, to be truthful, Mrs Bain has never enjoyed being in
the spotlight. Our farewells were intimate, careful events in
which she was revered by her colleagues. A tribute to Mrs Bain
may be found within this yearbook but words are puny, when
compared with our emotions, and cannot adequately express
the strength and depth of our admiration and our gratitude.
Her legacy is in the hearts of the children whose lives she
touched and in the inspirational story of the genesis, growth
and success of BeNS. Mrs Bain will forever be remembered by
her pupils, their parents and by her colleagues whom she served
with courage, endurance, conviction, gentleness and generosity.
Our hope is that 2021 will allow greater scope for the all-round
development of our children. Whatever the year turns out to
be, it will be shaped by the lessons of 2020. Hindsight will
demonstrate 2020 vision, after all
Mrs Noële Hillen
Headmistress
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The year 2020, began like any other year. We opened our
doors for Orientation Day on 14th January to many excited
little faces, and a few anxious ones. The teachers hosted Parent
Orientation evenings on the 13th and 15th January and we
were all set for a new year of fun and learning.
The BeNS Open Day was well attended on the 7th March.
Little did we know that the COVID-19 pandemic was about
to change everything!
Luckily, the BeNS teachers had completed the childrens
Orientation reports when we heard the news that schools
were to close on the 18th March. None of us anticipated the
devastation the pandemic would cause or that, in a matter
of three days, our BeNS online schooling programme would
be up and running. What an amazing accomplishment by the
BeNS staff!
Thankfully, the April holidays gave us a little time to breathe
before we re-thought our online offering and developed a
BeNS website of which we are very proud. The website
included videos of the staff teaching physical, creative and
academic activities and much more. Google Meets were held
with parents and children. With a lot of creative and Out of
the Box thinking, the children were exposed to as much of
a normal school day as possible.
What a relief it was when the Basic Education Department
gave us permission to bring our Grade Nought children back
to school on the 8th June, followed by Grade Double Nought
and Grade Triple Nought in the following weeks.
During the lockdown period, the COVID-19 protocol for the
Kyalami Schools Group was developed. Due to this, and the
training the staff members were given, we all felt safe enough
to come back to school, even if the conditions were different.
Social distancing, face masks, hand sanitisers and designated
spaces for each of the children in the classrooms was now
the new norm. Our little people are to be commended on
adjusting to all the stringent rules as well as they did.
September was an interesting month as we settled into school
again. Many activities that we had previously enjoyed either
had to be done online or according to the new COVID-19
protocol.
Heritage Day was a sight to see with the children all dressed
up in their cultural outfits. The staff took part in the Jerusalema
dance challenge and many of the children danced with us in
the BeNS carpark.

The Grade Nought/Matric assembly took the form of a
YouTube video which was created by the Matrics themselves,
the Grade Nought children and the Grade Nought teachers.
Well done, Mrs Newman!
Once again, we had to do things differently when it came
to time for the Grade Nought Graduation Ceremony.
The photographs were taken in the carpark and the ceremony
was held in the Grade Nought playground, one class at a time.
Mrs Jessica Reilly went on maternity leave on the 1st June
and delivered a little daughter on 12th June. Mrs Santana
substituted for her and slotted into our online programme
as though she had been involved from the beginning.
It was Mrs Nicola Devitts turn to take maternity leave from
the 5th November and her little girl was born on 19th
November. Mrs Dallas, who is well known to us all, stepped
in for Nicola while she was away. Miss Michaela Anderson got
married in August and returned to school as Mrs Bell.
As you all know, I will be retiring at the end of 2020 and I
would like to take this opportunity to thank Mrs Hillen, the
Board of Directors and the Beaulieu School staff for twentyfive wonderful years. There have been ups and downs, COVID19 being the most unexpected, but I have always felt appreciated, supported and loved. I know how much I am going to
miss being part of BeNS and Beaulieu Preparatory School,
but most of all, after having spent forty-five years teaching 
I am going to miss having little children to nurture and love.
I would like to welcome Mrs Tracy Newman who will be
taking over as headmistress of BeNS. Enjoy every moment,
Tracy; I know how much you are going to love getting
to know all the BeNS children.
I wish Gods richest blessings on each one of you.
Mrs Bobby Bain
BeNS Headmistress

Saturday, 28 November dawned grey and gloomy, but
we were fortunate to have the rain stay away for our
Graduation. Due to COVID-19 restrictions, this celebration took on a new look and a new venue this year.
Each class graduated separately, instead of as a whole
grade, and the function was held in the playground at
BeNS. Sometimes, when we are forced to look at
alternative ways of doing things, we find that, actually,
the new way is better!
The ceremonies were more intimate and meaningful for
each class. Many tears were shed by teachers and parents
alike as our special pupils entertained us with songs and
poems. The children received their graduation scrolls
from Mrs Bain. We are so proud of every one of our
pupils for their persistence and ability to adapt in a year
that has stretched us all. The final words of the thankyou song go to our parents from their children, for the
amazing job they have done during lockdown.
Thank you Mommy, Thank you Daddy,
for our future so bright
Mrs T. Newman

SETH CULLINGWORTH
A snake, because it breathes
from its tongue and protects
itself.

CAMERON COETZEE
A Bat-eared fox, because it
can smell from ten feet away.

ENYA BORNMAN
A cat, because it feels with
its whiskers and can place
its nose in small spaces.

ZUREN DA CERCA
An elephant, because when
its windy it can still blow
water with its trunk.

LENCHKEN DEYZEL
An elephant, because its
helpful for bathing.

GIA FILMALTER
A tiger, because it has a
cool nose with patterns.

WIAN HANEKOM
A dog, because it can smell
from very far distances.

THIRAIYAN KALLAN
An elephant, because it uses
its nose to reach for food.

OLUHLLE LESUFI
An elephant, because it has
a special name for its nose
and can drink water from it.

KELLAN MALHERBE
A Hammerhead shark, because it
knows the best place to find fish.

ETHAN ROCKSON
A dog, because it has a
very good sense of smell.

MIA NURDEN
A cat, because it has good sense
of smell and can catch fish.

NOAH NAIDOO
A snake, because it can
smell over a long distance.

KIMAYA NAICKER
An elephant, because it has a
powerful trunk and can take
lions down onto their backs.

ROMAN MUSHEKWE
An elephant, because it sprays
water and takes showers.

SHAILI MOOLOO
An elephant, because it has
a special name for its nose.

LETLOTLO MOLETSANE
An elephant, because it drinks
from its nose.

KENEILWE MOJA
A dog, because it has a
good sense of smell.

BUSANG MASHILO
A Great White shark,
because it can smell its food.

ASHLEY MATHESON
An elephant, because it can
suck-up water and take its
own showers.

BEVAN MCWILLIAMS
A cheetah, because it has
a good sense of smell.

TRINITY MITCHELL
A tiger, because it can
smell from very far away.

LEXI FRIEND
I would like dogs ears,
because I want to hear
things that are far away.

JOSH CLAY
I would like a Golden
eagles eyes, because then
I can see from very far.

JOSHUA BORNMAN
I want an eagles eyes, because
then I can watch soccer from the
very top without binoculars.

LEAH GOVENDER
I would like a Golden eagles
eyes, so that I will be able to
see things from a distance
without wearing my glasses.

MAYURA GOVENDER
I want a four-eyed fishs eyes,
so that I can read a book
while riding my bicycle.

MICHAEL GREEN
I want the four-eyed fishs
eyes, so that I can do two
things at the same time.

TROY HACKETT
I want a rabbits ears, so
that I can hear from far away.

BLAKE KENYON
I want the Tasmanian Devils
ears, because then I can hear
what people are saying,
without them saying it to me.

ALAKHE MADIKIZELA
I would like a lions claws,
because they are very big
and I could run very fast.

LEPANG MOLETSANE
I would like a cheetahs eyes,
because they look really beautiful.

MATTHEW TOOTH
I want an elephants nose
because then I dont need
my hands to eat my food.

MILANI TOM
I would like a cheetahs nose
because it looks pretty.

CATY SWANEPOEL
I want a desert snakes eyes
because I cant get stuff in
my eyes and I will never blink.

ETHAN SIGHN
I would like a tigers teeth,
because they are very sharp
and they look cool.

SEBASTIAN SEYFFERT
I want a snakes eyes,
because they look funny.

TYLER ROGERS
I want a snakes eyes, because
then I dont need goggles
for science experiments.

MUSHE
RAMATSHILA-MUGERI
I would like a tigers eyes, because
they can see very well at night
and I like their golden colour.

REESE PULLEN
I want a caracals ears,
because then I can hear
from very far away.

SHEOLI MOOLOO
I would like an elephants nose,
because it can reach things with
its nose from tall shelves.

SRISTI MOORLEY
I would love an eagles
eyes, because then
I can see everything.

ASHTON NEILSON
I want to have an elephants
nose, so that I can spray
water at people.

GABRIEL OOSTHUIZEN
I would like a snakes eyes,
then I can track
things quickly.

REID FRANK
I would like an elephants
trunk. I wouldnt need a
sprinkler, I could just use
my trunk to spray water.

LISAKHANYA FAKUDE
I want to have ears and eyes
like a lions, because its my
favourite animal and it can see
and hear everything at night.

AIDAN CHABANT
I would like a chameleons eyes,
then I can look in different
directions at the same time.

RACHEL HART
I would choose a wolfs ears,
so that I can hear nicely.
They also look pretty.

KRIS-SYLVAIN
KABEYA
I would choose a dogs nose,
so that I can smell whos
coming before they arrive.

SIMUKAI KACHIKOTI
I would love an elephants
trunk, so I can suck-up water
and spray it all around me.

TYLER LILLICO
I would love a rabbits ears
so that I could hear things
from far away.

CONNOR LIU
I would like an eagles eyes,
because eagles can see very far.

KAMOGELO MATSHEKGA
I would like some elephant ears,
because I can make
my own fan with them.

DAEGAN MEARES
Definitely a dogs nose, because it can smell from very
far away.

GRACIEL MUPA
I would have lions ears,
because they listen to
small sounds so well.

AZARIOS YIANNAKIS
I would choose snakes eyes,
so I can see the difference
between hot and cold.

ZARA WILD
I would have cheetahs ears,
because I like them and I will
be able to hear well.

LUNGISILE TOM
I would choose an eagles ears, because they can hear from far away.

SEANNA TEMPLETON
I would like to have bunny
ears, so they can turn in
any direction and they can
hear sharp sounds.

NALEDI TARUGARIRA
I would like tigers eyes,
so I can see nicely.

KESHAAV SINGH
I would choose an owl's eyes so
I can look far and see at night.

WILLOW ROCCHI
I would choose a snakes eyes,
so that I could see what
is hot and what is cold.

RESEGOFETSE MOTHOBI
I would like an elephant's nose,
because then I can go grab some
water and just spray myself.

KAONE MOUMAKOE
I would choose a chameleons
eyes, because if my brother was
coming up behind me I would
know that he was there.

SAIEESH NAIDOO
I would like to have bunny
ears, because they are big
and floppy and can hear
from a distance away.

LYLA-GRACE PRONK
An elephants ears, because
I can fan myself and not
need to go into the shade.

BONGI DLAMINI
If I went to the moon,
I would be so scared but also
excited. I would jump up and
down and look at the earth.
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ARIANNA BRIJLAL
If I met an alien,
I would ask if he sleeps in
his mom or dads bed. What
language do you speak Mr Alien?

KIAN GOVENDER
If I went to the moon,
I would explore the rocks
and rover tracks. Then I
would play in the craters.

DANIELA KLEB
If I went to the moon,
I would search the dark side of
the moon. I would try to dance
and then try to do a front flip.

LERUO KUNENE
If I went to the moon,
I would do a back flip and
play moon soccer.

REAMOLEBOGA
MABOA
If I met an alien,
I would ask how many eyes he
has and what he likes to eat.

ISABEL WESSINGER
If I went to the moon,
I would do the moonwalk and
drive a moon buggy. I would
play moon tennis with my
friends and the aliens.
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MICHAEL RAIJMAKERS
If I met an alien,
I would ask him if he has a pet
dog. I would also ask him if he
eats bugs for breakfast.
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LELONA MAHLANGU
If I met an alien, I would ask if his
favourite drink was nails with mashed
bananas. I would also ask him how
many planets he has been to.
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JADE INGRAM
If I went to the moon,
I would jump and find
diamonds. I would also
look back at Earth.

GIANA GONZAGA
If I went to the moon,
I would take a small piece of rock
from the moon so that I could
study it. I would also star gaze.
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DANICA MARKS
If I went to the moon, I would
take a moon rock so that I could
study it for Science. I would like
to meet Neil Armstrong. He was
the first man on the moon.

OFENTSE MASIPA
If I met an alien,
I would ask how they make
UFOs. I would also ask an alien
if it eats humans and girls feet.

ZOË MITCHELL
If I went to the moon,
I would jump because there is no
gravity. I would feel scared but
excited. I would look at the stars
and play around on the moon.

CAMERON VAN
SCHALKWYK
If I met an alien, I would ask it if
it would live on the sun, or another
planet called Eris. I would want
to know why it has three eyes.
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REALEBOGA SETHIBE
If I met an alien, I would ask it if
there is life on the other planets
and what kind of life there is. I would
ask these questions so I could see
more animals and learn more about
planets in the universe.
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KGOSI MOJAPELO
If I went to the moon, I
would look for life. I would
go to the dark side of the
moon. I would be happy.
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PHENYO MOTSHEKGA
If I went to the moon,
I would jump because there
is no gravity. I would also discover
all the moon rocks there.
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ANDREW CHARSLEY
If I went to the moon, I would
look at what is in the core of
the moon and get moon rocks.

ZARA GOELLER
If I met an alien,
I would ask if he eats green
slime and human nails. I would
also want to know if they have
seven eyes and fifteen toes.
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ALEXIA BENTO
If I went to the moon,
I would take my horses with
me. I would also take my mom
and my friends.
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RUDAISHA GOVENDER
If I met an alien,
I would ask him why he has so
many eyes and if he brushes his
teeth. I also want to know if he
likes hotdogs and burgers.

JORDAN ILDERTON
If I met an alien,
I would ask him if he has
Eskom. I also want to ask
him if ET lives there.

ONALENNA MAFOKATE
If I met an alien,
I would ask if it has 100 teeth,
because my friend says aliens
have 100 teeth.

ZACK TOICH
If I went to the moon,
I would take my house with
me. I would take a pickaxe to
see what is inside the moon.
I would miss my mom and dad.
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KAEL PERSOTHAM
If I met an alien,
I would ask if he can see colour.
I would also ask him if I am
having a dream or if he is real.
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HLELO MKHULISI
If I went to the moon,
I would collect moon
diamonds and jump
in zero gravity.
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LIYAH NAICKER
If I went to the moon, I would take
my camera to take gazillions of photos
to show all my family and friends.
I would look for aliens and float around.

KEYARA NAIDOO
If I went to the moon,
uld take my dog. I would
wo
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jump, skip, and look for
space rocks. The Earth
would look small.
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JACK CAVINA
I can ride my bike to places
that I could never go before,
unless my dad told me I
could, and now I can do it.
KEANU JARDIM
I am determined
to do new things!

NTUTHUKO
MABENA
I am creative, obedient
and determined to
reach my goals.

AVIKAR KOTZE
I made it through
lockdown.

LYLA LYON
I am kind.

SIPHOSETHU
MARFO-FRIMPONG
I am helpful, kind
and independent.

RIFUMO
MKHATSHWA
I am funny and
trustworthy.
ASHLEY MCWILLIAMS
I play with the boys
and I am determined.

MICHAEL KLEB
I am unstoppable
and trustworthy.

SHREYA MAHARAJ
I am the person
who brightens other
peoples day.

TSHENOLO
MOTALANE
I defend myself
against bullies.

JUHI MUNSAMY
I am kind and caring.

JAINA PATEL
I am brave and
positive.

LWANDLE
NDLOVU
I am brave and
I like to help others.

CHRISTIAN PAXTON
I am honest and kind.

KIVASHAN NAIDOO
I am creative and kind.

SAMANTHA RIGBY
I am creative,
sporty and smart.

JORDAN RAMSDEN
I am kind, forgiving,
trustworthy and a
good friend.

THABISA SHANGE
I am kind, talented,
funny and smart.

JAIME ROCCHI
I cracked my chin open
and I did not cry. My friends
make me stronger.

LUCA WATSON
I workout, I am positive,
kind, healthy, funny, cool,
friendly, mature, responsible,
talented and lovely.

DANIELLA SINGH
I never give up, I am kind,
funny and I have a
good heart.

KYLAN SIMELANE
I have gone through things
that made me think I would
die, but I am still alive.
Thank you Lord!

JOURDAIN VAN WYK
I am kind, determined,
helpful and respectful.

DAYNA
BERRY
I am confident.
SHIVAM BHOORA
I am good at
Mathematics.

TROYDON
CROZÉT
I practise motorcross
and I am good at it.

MATTHEW
CHARSLEY
I am determined
to achieve all my goals.
THEANA CHETTY
I have big dreams and
want to achieve them.

TARIA GOVENDER
I am determined to reach
my goals and I believe
in myself.

SETH DE BRUYN
I learn things quickly
and I have a strong
mind.

MELISSA
GREEN
I am brave.
TIANA GOVENDER
I overcame my fear of
standing on my hoverboard.

ANJE HANEKOM
I believe I can do anything.
I have talent and I am brave,
funny and trustworthy.

JEMIMAH HEWLETT
I overcame my fear of
jumping a metre
on my pony.

KAELO MOJA
I am an older
brother.

KAUSHAL
LUTCHMAN
I can cycle up
huge hills.

TSHEGOFATSO
MOKGALAGADI
I overcame my fear of
the dark and being
alone in my bed.

CAMERON LEITH
I am good at cricket
and Minecraft.

CLIFFORD NKOSI
I practise boxing
everyday.

STACEY TARR
I believe in myself when
I do dangerous things.

SANA SINGH
I am funny and cool.

KHOTSO
NKADIMENG
I am smart.

AMY ZIBA
I am kind and always
think positively.

TAYLOR
VAN DER MERWE
I love to play tennis
and I am good at it.

NOAH
TAYLOR
I am funny.

CARLI
VAN DER WESTHUIZEN
I have lots of talents and know
that my best is good enough.

JULIAN BEUKES
I am hardworking,
I try my best and I am positive.

BRYDEN
DEYZEL
I am loving.

JAYDE KIEWITZ
I stayed with Lara and
Kirtana to keep them
company on their first day
back at school.

SOHALIA GOVENDER
I know that I am kind and
loving. I helped my friend
when she was sad.
I will reach my goals and
never give up trying.

TAYLA HAYWARD
I work hard at school
and I am dedicated
to my ponies.

ADIN
MADURAY
I can drive a
golf cart.
KITTY LORRAINE
I have my BFF who
is Samarah.

KAYLA
KELHAM
I have self-discipline.

TORI MATHESON
I achieved my dream
of having my own pony.

SAIYUR
MATHEW
I read.

LARA MOONASUR
I like to see everyone
happy!

GUGULETHU
MLANGENI
I lost my mom and I
am still alive. It did not
wreck my world.

TAKUNDA
MUKANGANISE
I am always there
for all my friends.

ZASEMBO MKHIZE
I have always been a
good friend.

BHAVESH
NAIDU
I am a patient
person and I am
calm in situations.

KIRTANA
PADAYACHY
I always work hard
for everything.

JAIME NAPIER
I have achieved my goal
of swimming all the strokes
for the Under 11 team.

SAMARAH NAIDOO
I have wonderful parents
who I love and my best
friend is Kitty.

EVAN
WESSINGER
I am loved.

JEMMA ROUX
I support my friends.

REDIRILE
RAMMOPO
I am amazing.

SAKHUMUZI SANGWENI
I have learnt how to do long
and short division.

ZIAN
BORNMAN

ANGELO ARTHURS
A.K.A.

DISEASE DEMOLISHER
... to clone, as you might know
there has been a shortage of
ventilators and bed space. I could
duplicate ventilators, nurses,
doctors, beds, maybe even whole
hospitals, to help with
COVID-19.

A.K.A.

COVID-19 KILLER
... to cure anyone close to
me that has COVID-19.
They would
automatically get
cured.

LIAM
HOFFMANN

SUTARRA
GOVENDER
MICHAYLA FUTCHER
A.K.A.

SUPER CLEAN
... to heal or to give free
medicine.

MATTEO GONZAGA
A.K.A.

GOD OF SANITISER
... to shoot lightning out of
my Stormbreaker that
turns into sanitiser
when it hits a surface.

A.K.A.

A.K.A.

IMMUNE CARTOON
... to make all humans
immune to the coronavirus
and their fight against
COVID-19.

THORTAS
... to have
enough brain
power to stop
COVID-19.

EVA DE FREITAS
A.K.A.

SANITISER SAVIOUR
... to be able to spray
sanitiser out of my hands.
I chose this because I can
help people.

SEBASTIAN
JANSEN
A.K.A.

CAPTAIN SANITISER
... to spray sanitiser
at everybody who
is infected.

ETHAN KIESER
A.K.A.

CAITLIN JENNETT
A.K.A.

INVINCIBLE CAPTAIN
... to have the power to make
anything I wish for come true.
I could say that I made
COVID-19 disappear.
There would be changes
around the world too,
starting with my home.

SHIVIKA JINA
A.K.A.

MASKED MAN
... to heal the people
who have the virus, instantly.
I want everyone to stay well.
I would be able to snap
my fingers and make a
cure instantly.

THANVISRI
KAREDLA
A.K.A.

MEGA COVID-PREVENTER
... to destroy viruses,
which would prevent
everyone from
getting sick!

SHAPESHIFTER
... to be a shapeshifter
and turn into an ant, so that
I can avoid COVID-19.

ARSHIA MOORLEY
A.K.A.

NEO
MALEBYE
A.K.A.

DECREASER
... to be able to
control water, so
that I can wash
people.

LIFE SAVER
... to have the power
to heal the people that
have COVID-19. When
I touch a sick person,
they will be healed.

KATISO MOKHITLI
A.K.A.

SANITISER MAN
... to have an invincible
COVID-Power, that has
sanitiser shooting from
my hands.

NTUTHUKO
MTABELA
A.K.A.

COCO CRUSHER
... to freeze time, I would
blink once and time would
freeze, click my fingers twice
to reverse time and click
once for time to resume
again.

TAVANASHE
MUNZEIWA
A.K.A. ASH
... to shadow clone, invisibility
and teleportation.

A.K.A.

NIKITA PILLAY
A.K.A.

COVID CURE GIRL
... to be immune to
COVID-19 and as
I fly over everyone,
the cure would
spread.

A.K.A.

MOTHEO
SEEKOE
A.K.A.

PLIME
... to be able to
teleport and
offer drought
relief.

A.K.A.

SANITISE MAN
... to shoot sanitiser out
of my fingers. I would spray
people with sanitiser and
they wont get
infected.

DOCTOR SOSHELL
DISTANCE
... to be a doctor
that would help people
with medical problems.

MIREILLE
VAN WYK
A.K.A.

MISS SUPER
CLEANER
... to have giant guns
that shoot out hand
sanitiser, and bombs
that release the
freshest air.

A.K.A.

MIRAGE
... to put down
decoys and go
back in time!

NIKAE PERSOTHAM

KOWEN
PATHER
RIVANI NAIDOO

NJABULO
MTHETHWA

MINKI VENTER
A.K.A.

MISS SANNI
... to have a bow n
arrow that shoots and
sprays fire sanitiser
onto COVID-19.

THE HEALER
... to heal anyone,
and anything, of any
illness or disorder.

TYLER
YOUELL
A.K.A.

TELEKINETIC
BOY
... telekinesis so
that I can make
social distancing
better.

MIA BESTER
A.K.A.

NORMALITY
QUEEN
... to squirt
sanitiser at people
because people
are dirty.

SAMUEL DE KLERK
A.K.A.

NIGHT WING
... to never get anything
wrong, meaning Ill
never get the antidote
for COVID-19 wrong.

DIMEEYA
GOVENDER
A.K.A.

SANITISER GIRL
... to fly around with
sanitiser and help fight
COVID-19.

DANIELLE
CASCAES
A.K.A.

SUPER SPRITZER
... to spray sanitiser
over the tables
and chairs.

RYAN JAMES
A.K.A. MR SANITISER
... to be able to sanitise everything at once,
there would be no more germs. Mr Sanitiser
would use his powers to make a bubble of
sanitiser around the Earth, which would then
fall down. It would keep falling for about five
minutes. (The sanitiser will kill 100% of all
the germs but will not burn
your skin.)

ISABELLE CHEN
A.K.A.

SANITISER SPRITZER
... to give hand sanitiser
to people who cant
afford to buy it.

SINE KUNENE
A.K.A.

COVID-19 KILLER
... to teleport. If we found
a cure, we could teleport
to other countries and
give them the cure.

BATHABILE MATJILA
A.K.A.

BONOLO MAMPURU
ISABELLA LUIZ
A.K.A.

SUPERVIRUS
... to cure everyone.

A.K.A.

MAGIC
... to take me back in time
and get all the smartest
scientists and doctors to
find the cure for COVID-19.

HANYANI
MATHEBULA
A.K.A.

LIL VACCINE
... to have the
vaccine for
COVID-19.

BUBBLE WOMAN
... to clean all surfaces and to
clean hands. I would think
about what I want to clean,
then snap my fingers and it
would be clean.

WARONA MOUMAKOE
A.K.A.

AYEMA
MOTSA

NALA MOKOENA
NALEDI MOFI
A.K.A.

SUPERWOMAN
... to have the ability
to kill the virus
with my eyes.

A.K.A.

COTTAGE-CORE
CRUSHER
... to swipe COVID-19
away from people and go
back or forward in time
to stop anything like
COVID-19.

A.K.A.

VIRAL
VACCINE
... to vaccinate
people with
my needle hands.

CAPTAIN COVID
... to have the power to stop
COVID-19 spreading and I
would have sanitiser in my
fingers to sanitise people.
I would also have the
vaccine for COVID-19.

SOHAN SINGH
A.K.A.

TIVAAN PATHER
A.K.A.

THUSHAAN NAIDU
A.K.A.

SUPER SANITISER
... to have the ability to
disinfect objects by throwing
a bottle filled with invisible
sanitiser.

COVID-19 LIZARD
... to go to people who have
the virus and touch them
with my finger. It will help
them to survive.

COVID-19 DESTROYER
... the power to take away any sickness including COVID-19. With a
click of my finger, any sickness would
be gone. I would love to have this
power because its so sad that people
are dying, and I would love to be
able to save them!

ISAIAH
UDOYEN

NINA
SPANGENBERG
A.K.A.

COVID DEFENDER
... to be able to cure
anyone with
COVID-19.

KGOMOTSO
TARUGARIRA
A.K.A.

CONTROLLER
... to be able to
manipulate people, so
that they wear masks,
stay home and stop
making poor decisions.

MAX
THORNYCROFT
A.K.A.

VACTHORN
... to be able to
control the minds
of germs and
people.

A.K.A.

SIR CORONA FIGHTER
... to automatically be
able to cure the coronavirus by looking at the
person in their eyes.

SAKINA
MULAUDZI
A.K.A. SENEVO
... to fly to
different places to find
the vaccine, and once I
find it, to fly around the
world and give it
to everyone.

KATE
SPANGENBERG
A.K.A.

KATRINA
... to help save the
people around the world
and get rid of COVID19 and fix the
world.

MVELO
ZONDO
A.K.A.

CLEANSER
... to cleanse
people who have
COVID-19 and
make them
recover faster.

DIVIT BANSAL
A.K.A. CAPT AIN CURE
... to find a cure for any virus. I would be
able to detect the location where the
virus is spreading the most. Then, I would
identify which virus was spreading and
how it was spreading, via air or water etc.
Then I would make a cure for it and
deliver it to the community.

KGOPA
BOPAPE
A.K.A.

OXIMETER
THUNDER
... to have the power to
scan and destroy any
virus that stands
in my way.

ZOË GROVÉ

GREGORY
D'OLIVEIRA
A.K.A.

COVID-MAN
... to see COVID-19
so that we could
prevent it and be
able to stay safe.

AASHRITHA
EDUNURI

RAHUL
DEONARAIN

A.K.A.

A.K.A.

AASH CHOO
... to move super fast and
give people a tissue and
sanitiser which would
come out of my hands.

A.K.A.

TIMER
... to go back and stop
COVID-19 from
becoming a
pandemic.

LUKHANYO KEPE
A.K.A. KILLER OF COVID-19
... to stop and make shelters for the
poor, give them masks, sanitiser and
face shields. Give them gloves, provide
water and sandwiches (the packets
will be sanitised) and old shoes
that dont fit us anymore. And
hats for when its hot.

LOVELL
EMSLIE

SPHESIHLE
KHOZA
A.K.A.

QUEEN SOAPERY
... for water and soap
to shoot out of my
hands like SpiderMan webs!

FROZONE
... to defeat COVID-19:
The cold kills
diseases.

KEALEBOGA
LESHABA
A.K.A.

CAPTAIN SANITISER
... to have very strong lungs, because
if I were to get COVID-19, my superpower would save me. My superpower would also save lots of people
because everyone would have that
superpower.

A.K.A.

GERM-AFOBE WOMAN

... one shot from my
finger and someone would
have a mask, gloves and
sanitiser on them. One
more shot from my finger
and they would be tested.

POLOKO LETHOLA
COVID-HOPE
... to spread happiness. When
my sister was first diagnosed
with cancer, she was really
happy because she had hope
that she would make it out.
Unfortunately, she didn't make
it, but she lived longer because
she had hope and happiness.
A.K.A.

AMY MURRELL
FREEZER GIRL
... to freeze time and be able
to see the future. I would find
out how they made the vaccine
and tell them how to make it.
I would freeze time if people
don't wear masks and put
masks onto them.
A.K.A.

ALAN MADURAY
A.K.A.

COVID-19 PREDATOR
... to be a super fast and
really good mechanic,
so that I could build a
lot a ventilators for the
hospitals. I could also make
sanitisers, masks and face
shields.

WANANGWA
MHANGO
A.K.A. SIR MASK
... to give masks to
people all around the
world, before
they get sick.

THIYAGAN
NAIDOO
A.K.A.

THIYAGAN
NAIDOO
... to snap my fingers
and everybodys
hands would be
sanitised.

ORILINDA
NEVONDO
A.K.A.

THE HEALER
... to heal the pupils
who have
COVID-19.

SETH REUBEN
AVIEL
RAMPALL
A.K.A.

HANNAH PURNELL
CHIANTI PALAD
A.K.A.

COVID DOG
... to fight COVID-19 and
have antibodies.

A.K.A.

HANNAH HYGIENE
... to sanitise, because it is
sold out in the shops!

THE SANITISER
... to dispense sanitisers
from my hands and
I would spray
COVID-19!

KENT
SWARTZ

JORDAN ROBSON
A.K.A.

COVID KONKER
... to cure everyone
from COVID-19 using
hand sanitiser and
face masks.

MOKGADI
SEKGALA
A.K.A.

DR-NO-NAME
... to cure people
from COVID-19
in less than
two days!

HANNA SIEFF
A.K.A.

MADDY THE
BADDY
... to make a
crazy antidote
for COVID-19.

A.K.A.

THANITIZER
... to have a sanitiser gauntlet
and if I snap my fingers,
COVID-19 would
cease to exist!

A.K.A.

VIRAWAY
... to heal people
and destroy any virus
around me. I would
produce radiation
where viruses would
normally be.

JAIME
VON HOLDT
A.K.A.

MASK
MANIAC
... to ensure
people wear
a mask!

Our Grade Five camp was wonderful. The bus ride, on our way
there, felt like we were driving to Timbuktu. When we arrived,
we all felt the wave of excitement hit us. We gathered together
to be placed into our dorms. Our facilitators learnt our names.
Soon afterward we had lunch. Lunch was taste-bud tantalising.

to the bum slides, water creature hunting, gladiator games
and crowning the King and Queen of Kloofwaters. After that,
we had a badly needed shower and did the same as the previous
night. For our night activity, we went stargazing and shortly
afterward we had hot chocolate. We went to bed tired .

On the first day, we participated in the following activities: ice
breakers, cops and robbers, tree climbing, enviro art and Awana
games. We then went to have a shower and relax after the funfilled day. We had a delicious dinner and then gathered on the
main field to start our night activity. We played stalk the
lantern. Soon after that we had a steaming mug of hot
chocolate and then we went to bed. The next day, we had an
amazing breakfast and did the following activities: a long hike

The next day we had all our stuff packed and we were ready
to leave after breakfast. The bus driver took a little detour and
only came at 12:00, but, in that time we made up a dance
routine and had a dance competition with two of the facilitators.
Parting was a sweet sorrow. This was one of the best camps
we have ever been on and there are still more to come.
Sutarra Govender and Shivika Jina - Grade 5F

We all arrived at school in our PE uniform  excited
and ready for camp. We were supposed to leave at
07:00 but, as always, we left much later. We went on
a really big bus and it had a toilet! We travelled for
about two hours until we arrived at the gates of
Camp Discovery. We got out and gathered our
luggage from the side of the bus. We all sat together
in the blazing hot sun where the councillors explained
the rules. We were given specific numbers and then
we chose our cabins - there were sixteen bunk beds
in a cabin!
When we arrived at Camp Discovery, the facilitators
put us into groups. The first activity involved us
walking through the bush to find words and write
them on a piece of paper. Once we had collected all
ten words, we had to create a war cry and give our
group a name  this activity was fantastic for team
building. We then completed about three more
activities before we ate lunch. We played tug of war
and many more. We were so tired when supper
finally came. We had spaghetti bolognese and it was
delicious. After that, we had time to shower and the
bathrooms were surprisingly clean.
The next morning, we woke up at 07:30.
We had breakfast and it was scrumptious! One
of our favourite activities was going on a game
drive. We saw zebra and wildebeest! When we
arrived back from the game drive, we went to do
various sand and ground activities. We re-grouped
and participated in team-building activities such as
crossing a river. It was difficult to work together but
we learnt some important lessons. After lunch we
put on old clothes and got ready to get muddy!
They took us to a very muddy lake. It had muddy
activities, muddy swings and of course, MUD! Once
this activity was finished, we all raced to the shower!
That night, we went on a night march. We couldnt
see anything but the bright stars! The stars were
very clear and astonishing! We learnt about Orion
and Scorpio and how they might come back to
continue fighting.
Camp Discovery was an amazing camp with lots of
fun activities!
Mila Smit - Grade 6J

JENNA BLAAUW

 (I should probably put my family,

but nah...) My naughty puppy and
my super pony
 My warm comfy bed
 My vaulting barrel

HIKWANDA
GABRIELLA C
 My phone
ication
 First aid kit/medr
te
wa
d
 Food an

NATALIE FASOLD

 A years ration of snacks
 A 100 rolls of toilet paper
 Music player

TNADY
OWEN HAR
 Tennis ball
 Books
itch
 Nintendo sw

OUSE
OLIVER FIELDH
us
beca e every
 A magic kitso
me magic
s
ed
ne
e
on
a mask
rk
wo
it
 A buff, f s as
ar
sc
and a
 My phone

MADISON FRODSHAM

ITUMELENG KEEBINE
 Hand sanitiser
 Mask
 Gloves

 My animals (pug) and/or friends
and family members

 A notebook or camera so I can

document everything that is
happening during this time
 We cant forget about toilet paper.

BE

G KGO
AMOGELAN
 Medicine
 Food
 First aid kit

METSE MAGALO

 A first aid kit
 A torch
 A spear or pocket knife
KAELO KHANTSI
 My iPad
 A survival kit
 Some face masks

ARAIS
NATALIE M
er
tis
ni
sa
 Hand
s
ue
ss
Ti

 Mask

ABAHLE MAZIBUKO
 Food
 Technology
 Family

REABETSWE
MKHATSHWA
 Food
 Water
 Clothes

KHUMO MOHANOE

 My phone
 Food
 Medication

TSANE

LOAGO MOLE
 Mask
 Hand sanitiser
 Screen guard

HIMAV MOOLOO

 A TV (some don't use WiFi)
 A Blitzball
 A dog even though I dont have one

KOSINA
T

HM

TSHWEN
 Food
I
 My phon
e (with char
 Warm b
ger)
lankets

NDIVHUWO
NESWISWI
 A phone
 Healthy food
 Lots of masks

ERAN POT

 My family
 My animals
 A shop
THER

KAEDEN PA
 My mom
 My dad
 My sister

STORM PULLEN
 Woolworths
 My house
 Family

PALESA REID

 My journal
 My favourite blanket
 A stuffed animal which

EMMABONG
UDOYEN
 Food
 Water
 Clothes

my best friend gave me

KEMOFUOE VILAKAZI

JOHN SINGLETON
 My cats
 Food and drinks
 Sanitiser

 Water and food
 Clothes
 Hygienic necessities

KALEA ASSIS

 I would take water
 A few toilet rolls
 Acrylic paints

TZ
TRISTAN BU
 Water bottle
 A pocket knife
 Food
ZIZWE DIGANGOANE
 Water
 Food
 Sanitiser

AADHAVAN
 Mask
 Water
 Sanitiser

D
AIDAN FULLAR
s
 Mask
 Food
 Sanitiser

KALLAN

KIYAHN HOOSEN
 Medical kit
 Mask
 My moms cooking

OARABILE KGOBE
 Food
 Clothes
 Water

ABUNDA

MUHLURI M
 Mask
 Sanitiser
 Medication

KETHA MBIKWANA
 My family
 Masks and gloves
 Money for survival
CHWAYITA MANZI
 A book
 My mom
 Food

REFILWE
A
MOKGOHLO
es
th
 Clo
 Food
 Games

KITRINA MOODLEY
 Masks
 Hand sanitiser
 Warm clothes

BUHLE MSIMANGA
 Water
 Food
 First aid kit

AARYAN NAIDU
 Water
 Sanitiser
 Masks

GUNDO NEMUTSHILI

 I would take a soccer ball

because it would always remind
me of my favourite sport.
 I would also take sneakers
because I love sneakers.
 Last thing I would take, is a
pair of slides because it is a
board game.

LWANDLE PULE

 Sanitiser
 Medical kit
 Water

MORGAN ROSCHER
 Cereal
 Money
 Lip balm because my
lips are always dry

TINASHE

 Face mask
 Sanitisers
 Vitamins an

SITHOLE

d supplemen

KEIRA SOLOMON
 Mask
 Food
 Water
HAYLEY TARR

LOMON
SIANNAH SO
 Face mask
 Sanitiser book
 Moms cook

GEORGE VAN DER
WESTHUIZEN
 Hand Sanitiser
 Mask
 Cricket bag

 My cat, Garfield
 Water
 Food

MICHAEL-RUI
WEBSTER
 Sanitiser
 Water bottle
 Lunch

DAVID VAN DIJK

 Food, mostly tinned foods
 Water 2 x 10L bottles
 Money

SHANNON TURNER
 My animals
 My schoolwork
 Food

KAIRA WHITTAKER
 Tent
 Food and water
 Sleeping bag

ts

ZUHAIR ABDUL
 Medicine kit
 Food and water
 Monitor

CHRISTIE BALOYI
 My family
 Entertainment
 Gym equipment and food

KEIZO DA CERCA
 My family
 Hand sanitiser and toilet paper
 My phone and charger

E GOELLER
SELBOURN
 Friends
 Food
 My baby pig

KATE EALES
 Water
 Food
 A person

KATE FIELDHOUSE

ABBY GOVENDER
 My dog
 A mask
 Water

 Teddy bear
 My dogs
 My hamsters

OVENDER
RISHAVYA G
ok
, interesting bo put
 A really long
WILL
I
,
es
(y
nd
ie
fr
 My best bag if thats what it takes!)
m
her in a
is the bomb.co
 A playlist that

JASON HARTNADY
 Seeds
 Water
 Food

TAYLA HOLME

BOYAN HAN

 Water
 Food
 Sanitiser and anti-bacterial soap

 I would bring lots of canned food
because they last longer.

 I would take my ipad so I could
watch Netflix and keep myself
entertained
 I would also take toilet paper
because you can never find it
anywhere these days.

MURRAY LEITH
 Cellphone
 My family
 Food

SAHIR LUTCHMAN
 Mask
 Hand sanitiser
 My phone

SEBASTIAN MARAIS
 Hand sanitiser
 Mask
 Tissues

DLEY
ARIYA MOO
 Food
 My family
 Rishavya

EDZA MULAUDZI

 If I had another life I would take it

SAHURIN NAIDU
 Lots of food
 Lots of water
 Lots of Fortnite

with me
 Loads and loads of toilet paper
 Last, but not least, loads and loads
and loads of hand sanitiser

REMI NAUD

E

 My animals
 Food and wat
er
 Clothes

ISABELLA NEILSON
 Sleeping bag
 Food and water
 A tent (I dont know
where Im going)

IJMAKERS
JOSHUA RA
 A knife
 A torch
e batteries
 Re-chargeabl

MACAYLA RAMCHARRAN
 Clothes
 Soccer ball
 Water and food

MILA SMIT
 Mom
 Bobby
 Emma

GABRIELLA
WARRINER
 Dettol
 Plasters
 Tissues
JAMIE WOODS

 Water purifier
 Hatchet
 Bow and arrow
JUDE WATSON
 A mask
 Sanitiser
 A first aid kit and wetwipes

SOPHIE ZHANG
 Gloves
 Mask
 Pajamas

ERIN BEUKES

DVIDA EMSLIE
Puffins
Did you know, Puffins
are good flyers,
flapping their wings
up to 400 times a
minute and reaching
88km per hour?
If I could fly, I would fly all over the world.

Flamingo
Did you know,
the Flamingos name
comes from Spanish
or Portuguese
Flamengo meaning
flame coloured?
If I were a bird, I would fly high into the
sky and travel the world because I love
seeing new things.

JESSICA ENGELBRECHT
JAMIE BOWDEN
Guinea Fowl
Did you know, Guinea
Fowls lay their eggs in
other Guinea Fowls
nests, so that they dont
need to sit on them
before birth?
If I were a bird, I would fly all over the world
and see world famous locations.

DOUGLAS JENNETT
Pelican
Did you know,
Pelicans can hold
enough food in their
beak for a week?

The Scarlet Macaw
Parrot
Did you know, Macaws
will start plucking
their feathers out if
they are not given
something to keep
their beaks busy?
If I were a bird, I would spend most of my
days flying through a jungle and enjoying the
crisp, clean air.

If I were a Pelican, I would scoop up all the
little fish in my mouth. I would dominate the
beach and scare away tourists.

ADAM KLEB

MILES GOELLER
The Red-Chested
Flufftail
Did you know, the
Red Chested Flufftail
is said to be the most
skulking bird family in
South Africa?
If I were a bird, I would fly high and soar
through the skies singing and shouting.

ISABELLA LEONI
Swan
Did you know,
the wingspan of a
swan can be up to
1,5 metres?
I would like to fly high, by achieving my
goals and being proud of who I am.

SEAN MASON
The Falcon
If I were a bird, I would
like to be a Falcon because they are amazing
animals and they are
one of the fastest on
the planet.

REARABETSWE MOLOPE
European Robin
Did you know, each
Robin has a unique
breast pattern, and
can (with difficulty) be
recognised individually?
If I were a bird, I would fly freely without a
worry in the world.

Penguin
Did you know,
penguins can
drink sea water?

If I were a bird, I would travel around
the world.

THABANG MKHIZE
Penguin
If I were a bird,
I would be a penguin
because they get
to swim almost
every day.
If I were a penguin, I could, dive as deep as
I would like, straight into my goals.

TRINITY MUCHEKI
The Bohemian
Waxwing
Did you know, a group of
Waxwings is called a
museum and that they
have the ability to eat
1000 berries per day?
I will fly high, by being proud of my achievements.

TIISETSO TEFFO
The Hoatzin

Did you know, the Hoatzin
has no close relatives that
arent extinct?
If I were a bird, I would fly around to different
countries and bite people who dont take care
of birds.

BOKANG MTABELA
The Flamingo
Did you know,
a Flamingo can only
eat when its head is
upside down?
If I were a bird, I would fly to Hawaii to
see the beautiful view.

HESHAY NAIDOO
The Hoatzin
Did you know,
Hoatzins are not
hunted because
they smell?
If I were a bird, I would fly to Madagascar.
I would like to fly high in my academics.

SHIVEN PHLAD
The Hummingbird
Did you know,
the Hummingbird is the
only bird that can use its
wings to fly backwards?
The hummingbird also has
no sense of smell.
I would fly high, by winning the Horizon Maths
Challenge and by staying in the top 20 on the
tennis ladder.

HARUSHNI NAICKER
The Swan
Did you know,
there are seven
species of swans
and that they can
fly up to 95km/h?
I would like to fly high, by learning how to
play the marimba and piano.

MIKKI NDLOVU
The Swan
Did you know,
Swans are intelligent
and can remember if
you have been nice to
them or not?
If I could fly, Id fly to many amazing places
like Italy and France.

DALE SCHURINK
KAI SWARTS
The Peregrine Falcon
Did you know, the
Peregrine Falcon is the
fastest animal on earth
when in a dive? When it
dives steeply it reaches a
speed of over 320km/h.
If I were a bird, I would be the fastest bird
(I want to be the fastest runner in my school).

Glossy Starling
Did you know,
Glossy Starlings fly
in roosts of up to
1.5 million birds?

ARYA NAIDOO
The Peacock
Did you know,
the Peacock is associated
with the goddess, Saraswati,
a deity who represents
benevolence, patience,
kindness, compassion
and knowledge?
If I were a bird, I would fly in the sky, freely.
Not thinking about anything but the wind.

RIA PATEL
The Toucan
Did you know, at 20cm,
Toucans have the longest
bill of any other birds? They
build their nest in holes in
trees, made from their
cousins, the Woodpecker.
If I were a bird, I would fly to London to visit
Buckingham Palace and the London Eye.

If I were a bird, I would fly away on
holiday.

LOUIS SMIT
AAKIFAH VAN NIEKERK
MPUMALANGA MTSHALI
Hoopoe
Did you know, Hoopoes
are colourful birds known
for their distinctive
crown of feathers?
If I was a bird, I would poke peoples hair.

Parrots
Did you know,
parrots can see
colours we cant see?
If I were a Parrot, I would like to be out in
the jungle, and not a pet.

The Pigeon
Did you know,
pigeons can flap
their wings ten
times per second?
If I could fly like a bird, I would fly to
the top of the Eiffel Tower and just
relax there.

THAWE
MTSHALI
During lockdown, I became
closer to my family and learned
to be respectful.

ZASKIA BARDIEN
During lockdown,
I learnt a lot about
myself since I was alone
for so long.

TRISTAN
FREDERICKS
2020 has taught me to
be more grateful for all
I have.

MIA HACKETT
Living during a pandemic
I learned that, when times are
tough, friends are few and far.
Literally.

MOLEMO
BALOYI
Despite COVID-19, I am
thankful to be back at school,
learning the normal way and
being with my friends again.

KYLE
KENNERLEY
During lockdown,
I learned that if you
don't work for what
you want, you wont
just get it.

DENAÉ KHAN
While in lockdown,
I realised that I shouldn't let
negative people rent space
in my head. Raise the rent
and kick them out!

OLIVIA LYON
COVID-19 has taught
me that life isn't simple and always
takes a rough turn, however, there's
always something good at the
end of something bad.

MANQOBA MABENA
Living during a pandemic,
I have learned to value
EVERY SINGLE MOMENT
we have with family and
friends because life is
short and unpredictable.

LEHLOHONOLO
MAFEMA
2020 has taught me to be
grateful for where I am today,
with the people I love.

TEHILLAH
MLONDOBOZI
While in lockdown, I realised
that I didnt have as many
friends as I thought so I
decided to make the most
of life and just have fun.

SIMPHIWE
SANGWENI
COVID-19 has taught me
to spend each and every
moment I have living
and loving life.

SESANA
SHIRILELE
During lockdown, I realised that
Im quirky and relatable.

MOTHEO MAFU
2020 has taught me to be
grateful for the people I love
because they will not be around
forever as the world is
always changing.

PAKADITHA
MOKHITLI
2020 has taught me
to be grateful for
my family.

KAYDEN SCHOLES
2020 has taught me to be
grateful for my friends
and family.

ELLA
SYNDERCOMBE
During lockdown,
I learnt that I have a
bad addiction to
mug cakes.

KHANYI MAZIBUKO
2020 has taught me
to be patient with everyone.
It has been an
experience!

NKATEKO
NGUBENI
Living during a pandemic,
I learned to be more tidy
and to spend more time
with family.

KGAISEGO
SEEKOE
During lockdown,
I recognised my
inner strength.

AOIFE WHITE
During lockdown, I learned that
you can stay close to your friends,
even though you are far apart.

LUNATHI
MDLUNGU
2020 has taught me
that online school is
not for me :-(

TARIK OZCAN
2020 has taught me to
live life to the fullest because
something bad (like COVID-19)
can change life so
suddenly.

MOHALE SEHUNOE
2020 has taught me to be
kind and appreciate the
people I love and to help
those in need.

NOMVULA
YENDE
While in lockdown, I realised
how important my friends
are to me.

JULIA DE
VILLIERS ion
inat
I have determvity.
and positi

MYRON
CLARKE
I have discipline,
creativity and
persistence.

AMY GRATZ
I get things done
and dont
procrastinate.

E
MIETTLAAR
E
B
B
O
ced
GR
xperien
I have e ferent
dif
ns.
situatio

JOSHUA
HASKINS
I spread
positive energy.

MAKOTI
BONOLO al and Im
I have a go ork hard
willing to wbecause a
to reach it ut a plan
SINOMTHA
goal witho wish.
KLASSEN
is just a
I have ambition.

SAVARYA
GOVENDER
I have aspiration
and drive.

KWAZI GWALA
I take responsible
risks, strive for
accuracy and am
persistent.

MELISSA
JANSEN
I have hope
and am
persistent.

THELA
KUNYA
U
L
U
H
C
JORDAN
ation
determinnce.
e
av
h
I
ra
e
v
and perse

ASAHLUMA
MASHALABA
I have courage
and a love for
Formula One.

MNQOBI
MBATHA
I have
inspiration and
love, I work
for my goals.

I
NKOS
SITHE KATHI
MPHA otivation
I have m good
and hip.
leaders

SHRIYA
NAIDOO
I am optimistic
and resilient.

A
MUKHETHWELI
H
IV
H
T
U
M
RA
and a
I have passion ation
in
rm
te
lot of de
game!
for the beautiful

LEHLOGONOLO
SEKGALA
I have a love for
acting, modelling
and law.

SIMONE
MUNOZ
CAMACHO
... bad times are
only temporary.

VUYO
ND KAZI
I am p LOVU
e
and bersuasive
c
my taleause of
nt.

PAIGE
NOFFKE
I have hope
and selfmotivation.

SANIA
ROOPSINGH
I dont give up
and try my best!

NICOLE
RIGBY
I have
aspirations
and integrity.

LUYANDA
TYEBILEYO
I have the
ability to listen
with empathy.

H
JOSEP IJK
D
N
VA
nd
assion a
I have p rmination.
self-dete

On the 24th of February
2020, the Grade Seven pup
ils boarded the bus with exc
and joy! It was a long dri
itement
ve, but time passed quickl
y.
When we reached Camp
we were introduced to
Konka,
the funny and friendly fac
ilitators. My favourite wa
When the other bus arr
s TeePee!
ived, we were divided int
o four different groups and
our activities. My group wa
started
s taken into the bush, wh
ere we had to build a bri
planks and play cops and
dge with
robbers. We then went
to lunch and were ser ved
ribs. After a long day of
sticky
activities and dinner, we
went to bed.
We woke to a delicious
breakfast, and started the
days activities. First, we
the magic hat, the bomb
went to
and the planks, then the
tyres and the triangle. Th
fun team-building activit
ese
were
ies. After that, we sat do
wn to lunch and enjoyed
cream. When we were
som
e
icedone , we headed for the
mudstacle course . It inv
tadpoles! After that, we we
olv
ed
re sent to shower and sle
ep. The next day, we said
to the facilitators and hea
goo
dby
e
ded home to well-misse
d parents.
Erin Beukes - Grade
7F

The art of life is a constant readjustment
to our surroundings.
- Kakuzo Okakaura The year, 2020, has seemed synonymous
with a science fiction horror story!
It has been a year of upheaval and
disruption. Our Read Aloud and
Valentines Day were the only two
calendar events that we were able to
honour. The rest, unfortunately, had
to be cancelled.
Like all organisations in our country, and
globally, our school was not immune to
the impact of the virus. As a Media Centre,
rooted in social interaction within the
school community, we were thrust into
the unknown. The library, with all of
its resources, became a forbidden
area. People and resources had become
contagions. The Media Centre was
repurposed to be used as extra classrooms to accommodate teaching while
maintaining the social distancing
protocol. Core subjects were given
preference and the co-curricular
teachers were re-deployed.
We were assigned to the junior preparatory department to assist with the
extra classes. We found ourselves playing
a variety of roles. One such role was
to read and record story videos and
share them with the junior preparatory
children on a weekly basis. This was
certainly unchartered territory and we
had hilarious moments. Google Meets
begged the question, to mute or to
unmute? Lockdown provided the
opportunity to collaborate with the class
teachers for grade-based research
assignments.

We were relentless in our reading
pursuits. Innovative ways to circulate
resources became the new dilemma. What
followed was a labour intensive procedure.
Resources were delivered to classrooms
and distributed to remote-learning students
via boxes placed outside the admin office.
With certainty, we knew that reading had
to continue, regardless. The circulation of
iPads followed the same procedure on a
daily basis.
Fortunately, Term Three ushered in a
degree of normality. It was wonderful
to have the pupils back at school and
we seized the opportunity to dive into
reading and research-based skills and
tasks. We continued to work more
collaboratively with the different
disciplines to make learning more
meaningful. There was an increased
need to revise lessons and re-teach
skills, but we remained steadfast in
our quest to use every opportunity
and tool to ensure that learning
became student-centred, purposeful
and relevant.We also shared our space
with the additional Grade One class
which created a different kind of buzz.
The future definitely belongs to those
who can learn, unlearn and adapt
to change. Growth is not a given in
a place of comfort but it is exponential
when we are forced to leave our
comfort zones.
Mrs R. Singh

This year has reinforced the importance
of being prepared for the twenty-first
century. The four Cs - collaboration, critical
thinking, communication and creativity, which have
been the cornerstone of the CCS curriculum, needed
to expand and include an A for adaptability.
Remote learning and teaching, whilst necessary,
just did not offer all that the classroom experience
should offer. Pupils in grades Four to Seven,
unfortunately, missed out on some practical
components of the CCS curriculum. Theory is important,
but pupils gain a more meaningful understanding of creating,
making, testing and redesigning in practical lessons.
Pupils were eager to get back into the CCS classroom as
the restriction levels lifted. Most of the projects, however,
had to be altered to accommodate social distancing and
constant sanitising. Group work was put on hold, which
limited the opportunities to collaborate and communicate
with each other. Despite these challenges, pupils enjoyed
getting back to hands-on learning.
Robotics was introduced into the Grade Seven CCS

curriculum this year. The physical
experience of creating code, checking
that it worked and then flashing it to the
Micro:Bit was enthralling. A Micro:Bit is a board
with a processor, accelerometer and magnetometer
sensors, Bluetooth and USB connectivity, a display
consisting of twenty-five LEDs, two programmable
buttons, and can be powered by either USB or an
external battery pack. The device inputs and outputs
are through five ring connectors that form part of
a larger twenty five-pin edge connector. Pupils started
creating simple code for the Micro:Bit so as to light
the twenty-five onboard LEDs to do various things.
Once this was mastered, they learned to create code
for the pins on the Micro:Bit and could add peripherals
to these pins. A highlight for many of the Grade
Sevens was building a traffic light, a breadboard, LED lights,
resistors, and cables using the Micro:Bit.
Many people will look back on 2020 and say that it felt
like a test for which they did not study. Those who were
able to apply the four Cs, and learned to adapt to
the curve balls thrown by the pandemic, passed
with flying colours.
Miss T. Hughes

 PANDEMIC POETRY 
We always have to take our masks wherever we go, said Dimeeya.
Like when we have to buy essentials in the store, said Thanvi.
Divit exclaimed,  The months are going by so fast!
Shivika replied, I just want life to go back to the past.
This one thing made us stuck in quarantine, said Chianti.
I know it is Covid-19, said Amy.
Dimeeya Govender - Grade 5F

 PEACOCK 
P - proud peacock
E - effortlessly elegant
A - an amazing avian
C - cool as ice
O - outstanding and outrageous
C - classy and clever, the worlds a stage for him.
K - king of the kaleidoscope whose feathers danced
across my eyes and swallowed me in a sea of
green, gold and blue.

Sahurin Naidu - Grade 6J

- Gr 5L
Zoë Grove

Hannah Purne

ll - Grade 5L

Aashritha Edunari - Gr 5L

5J
Isabella Luiz Grade - Gr

K go m o t s

o Taruga

rira - Gr
5J

Disturbing darkness
Nothing but dank corpses and
Misunderstood pain.
Julia de Villiers - Grade 7TM
Tortured peacefulness
Shattered, blasted wilderness
Just wasted nature.
Jessica Engelbrecht - Grade 7F
Treacherous battle
Soldiers splattered with black blood
The piercing screeches.
Louis Smit - Grade 7F
Composed skeletons
Families waiting scared
Traumatised.
Tiisetso Teffo - Grade 7F
A place with hurt,
Where everyone fights,
A shot of death.
Olivia Lyon - Grade 7N

 WAR HAIKU 
Blasted, beaten earth,
Where life no longer exists,
Cried the doomed young youth.
Rearabetswe Molope - Grade 7F

Dead silence
No sound of the gunshots
In no-mans land.
Lehlogonolo Sekgala - Grade 7TM

Shores of shattered shells
Filled with an eerie silence
A wasted landscape.
Miles Goeller - Grade 7F

Muddy, barren land
Nothing, not a speck of life
Just the cries of death.
Sesana Shirilele - Grade 7N

War then peace
Devastated land.
Such fury and disaster!
Death then life.
Kai Swarts - Grade 7F

Deep dark trenches
Neighboured next to barbed wire
Green grass gone.
Luyanda Tyebileyo - Grade 7TM
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Buhle
Msimanga
Grade 6G

 ELECTRO 
My superhero is a woman of colour with kinky, curly
black shoulder length hair, with a yellow hair band.
She has black eyes. She has an electricity warning sign
on her neck on the right side. She has lips with a dark
brown outline and a mole over her lip on the right
side. She has yellow bracelets on her wrists and ankles,
its yellow to show her optimism.
Her outfit is a black one-piece costume, with a yellow
strap on the right shoulder and a yellow triangular

spike on the left chest. She has white tights under
her one piece and her thigh-high black
boots have a triangular yellow spike. She
has a black cape with pointy edges that
stops slightly before knee height.
Her slogan is:
Zap! All along it was a trap
Buhle Msimanga
Grade 6G

Natalie
Fasold
Grade 6G

EQUESTRIAN REPORT
Dont give your son money.
As far as you can afford it, give him horses.
No one ever came to grief, except
honourable grief, through riding horses.
- Winston Churchill At our Beaulieu Preparatory Equestrian get-together
held at the beginning of the year, our young team of
thirty-three riders were excited to defend our
history of winning both the regional Johannesburg
and Gauteng leagues. We even had our sights on the
prestigious National title of Top Primary Equestrian
School that we have won several times. Unfortunately,
like many of our other inter-school league sports,
the COVID-19 lockdown put a stop to all Equestrian
events from mid-March. Luckily we managed to
compete in two of the four qualifiers for 2020.
The Beaulieu riders and vaulters made us proud
with our captains, Aoife White, Lunathi Mdlungu and
Ella Syndercombe, leading by example. Some excellent results were achieved, particularly at the
higher levels and across all the different riding
disciplines; show-jumping, dressage, equitation,
showing, eventing, vaulting. Beaulieu Prep was well
ahead in the inter schools points table.
Although it is disappointing that our riders did not
get to complete the Equestrian season, we would
like to congratulate them on their dedication,
responsibility and passion to the team and their
horses. I would also like to thank the school,
and in particular Mrs Hillen and Mrs Bain, for
their unwavering support to this external
school sport and for attending all the
shows near and far.
Mrs M. Blaauw
Chef dEquipe

INTERHOUSE
SWIMMING REPOR T
On Friday the 24th January, we held our
annual Interhouse Swimming Gala. Despite
the rain and gloom, our children rose to
the occasion and proved that their spirit
was untouchable. Their cheering and
enthusiasm were contagious.
Well done to Phaeton, our new house, for
kicking off the year with a wonderful victory.
Pegasus and Unicorn fought a great fight
too.
Our Victrix Ludorum was Jenna Blaauw who
managed to accumulate 25 points for her
house, and our Victor Ludorum was Samuel
De Klerk who accumulated 24 points on
the day.
The spirit cup was won by Pegasus.
Well done to all our children for a superb
gala.
Mrs L. van Schalkwyk
TIC Swimming

INTER-SCHOOLS
SWIMMING REPORT
The weather did not play in our favour this
swimming season. We managed to swim in only
three of the five planned galas and missed out on
numerous practices. Despite this, our swimmers
did so well. Many of them breaking personal records
through the season. We had more pupils swimming
this year than we have in the past. It was lovely to
see a full swimming pool.
Mrs L. van Schalkwyk
TIC Swimming

SENIOR BOYS TENNIS REPORT
This year, we were looking forward to a great season and
the highlight would have been the Sun City Tournament.
However, COVID-19 and lockdown hit us and it was not
meant to be. Even though we were disappointed, there were
still many positives that came out of the season.
A new group of boys had the opportunity to play for the
first team. We were fortunate that we were able to play
a few matches early in the year and our first team won
them all.
The lesson to learn from this year is that
there are some things we cannot
control and we must never let it
get us down.
Sean Mason
Captain

SEN IOR GIR LS TEN NI S RE PO RT
The girls had a difficult start to the seaso
n. Very few girls
had private coaching and, with such a large
number of girls
attending the practices, it was incredibly diffic
ult to focus on
preparing the team for matches.
The season started off with a devastating
loss to Grayston
but the girls persevered and there was a notab
le improvement
in their perfo rman ce towa rds the end
of the seaso n.
The girls ended on a high, with a victorious
final match
against Redhill. Noteworthy players this
season include:
Shriya Naidoo, Aasritha Edunuri and Taylor
van der Merwe.
It is a great pity that the girls did not have
the opportunity
to participate in the Sun City Tennis Tourname
nt this year,
as I know they would have played their best
tennis.
Miss de Jong
TIC Girls Tennis

S O F T BA LL R E P
O RT

What an amazing
year for the senio
r softball
team. Our senior te
am grew to include
thirtythree players from
both Grade Six an
d
Gr
ade
Seven. We had a fu
ll first and second
te
am
,
this year with a lar
ge number of rese
rves.
These teams achi
eved great results
in all
of their matches
under the leaders
hip of
their Captain, Dena
é Khan and Vice Ca
ptain,
Luyanda Tyebileyo
. During the seas
on, we
played three match
es, all of these were
hosted
at Beaulieu Prepar
atory. Both teams
finished
these matches unbe
aten.
The softball festiv
al at King's Colle
ge was
another superb da
y for both teams.
Great
results were achieve
d all round and ther
e was
an amazing team sp
irit amongst the gir
ls.
The
first team won all
their matches. The
senior
girls have shown a
huge amount of de
dication
and commitment to
softball. They have
a great
sense of sportsman
ship on and off of th
e field.
Miss J. Lellyett an
d Mrs N. Goven
der
TICs Softball

CRICKET REPORT
What an interesting year it has been!
All of our cricket took place in the first term. Due to
lockdown and COVID-19, a number of our tours and
matches were cancelled, namely the Under 10 and
Under 11 tour to the Midlands and our annual BPS
U11 T20 Cricket Festival.
The season started really strongly, with our 1st XI
participating in the Independent Schools Cricket Festival
held at Whitestone School in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe.
They fared brilliantly against some really tough
opposition and, on day two, they won convincingly
against the hosts, Whitestone. Some really good
individual performances were the highlight of the tour.
Two in particular were David Van Dijks eight wicket
haul against Woodridge and Murray Leiths 117* against
Whitestone.
The Montrose Night Series saw our 1st XI win one
of the three games. We were unlucky in that two of
the three games were reduced to 12 over games due
to rain and lightning.
The weekday league results were promising with the
average win percentage being sixty five percent across
all the age groups. The 1st and 2nd XI were both
unbeaten in the league this year.
A number of cricket trials for Far North and
Gauteng have been postponed to January 2021,
and our normal weekday league will
commence on the 1st of February 2021.
The Independent Schools Cricket Festival
will be held at WHPS in Pretoria next year.
Mr G. Bowler
TIC Cricket

CHESS REPORT
Savarya Govender was voted in as Beaulieu
Preparatorys first female Captain. She was ably
assisted by Vice Captain, Kai Swarts. The chess club
started the year off on a strong footing. We had
many new juniors join our practices and had two
external coaches helping us.Two successful matches
were played against Dainfern, at the start of the
year, and our team won both those matches.
The seniors returned to play chess in the third
term. These matches were done online and there
were internal challenges. Unfortunately, no other
schools were available to play online.
Kai Swarts is to be commended on being our top
chess player.
We are looking forward to returning to some
sense of normalcy, with a strong team, in 2021.
Mrs G. Fish
TIC Chess

KIDS LITERATURE QUIZ
This is an annual event that is held
in February. This year we chose an
area closer to our school. (Pretoria
West) and Springvale Primary School
presented a wonderful alternate
venue with the traffic working in
our favour.
The quiz master, Wayne Mills, an
eloquent and worldly man took us
on a fascinating journey of English
Literature. Questions were derived
from the weird, the scary, the fantastic, and real world of animals,
creatures and people. There was a

growing sense of trepidation as the
children were competing in front of
a larger audience. Despite their
nerves, once the session began, their
competitive spirit reigned supreme.
Our quiz team performed exceptionally to finish in fourth position
competing against fifteen schools
in the Johannesburg leg of the
tournament. I will miss our very
knowledgeable and capable team of
Grade Sevens.
Mrs R. Singh
TIC Quiz

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE QUIZ:
INTER-SCHOOL COMPETITION
Our annual programme was minimal
due to the pandemic. We did manage
to attend a session at St Davids Preparatory.We competed against the host,
St. Stithians Girls Preparatory,
St. Stithians Boys Preparatory, The
Ridge, St. Peters Boys, St. Peters Girls,
Christchurch and Kyalami Preparatory
School.
The A team are always at the top of
their game, eager and hungry for
success. Our younger members were
also exposed to the competition in
preparation for future events. Both
teams performed well and finished in
second and third position. This set
a wonderful tone and served to
encourage our younger members.
The second leg of the General
Knowledge Quiz was hosted at
Beaulieu Preparatory. This was held in

March and most of the competition
questions were based on pandemics
and related disciplines. We had eight
schools, consisting of two teams each,
competing against each other in
a highly competitive environment.
Our wonderful colleagues were very
supportive in their roles as quiz
mistress and judges. The Ridge School
won by a narrow margin, with the
Beaulieu (Team One) coming in a very
close second and Christchurch claiming
the third spot.
I would like to thank each quiz member
for their participation and assistance
in making our sessions such fun.
Thank you to the Grade Sevens for
being great role models. You will be
sorely missed!
Mrs R. Singh
TIC Quiz

MAKING MUSIC
TOGETHER  APART
As cities all over the world continue to shut down
to slow the spread of COVID-19, we have seen
many videos emerge on the internet of Italians
singing from their balconies, policemen in Spain
playing the guitar while on patrol and even local choirs
creating virtual performances.
It is music that has become, and will always be, our
external expression of gratitude helping us to cope
in times of crisis. Music provides personal and social
development, mental health, benefits for well-being,
and community strength and harmony.
Unfortunately, in 2020, the Music Department was
brought to an abrupt halt, as the new norm made
individual lessons and group music impossible.
Our string ensemble, however, found a way to make
music together by performing a piece as a virtual
group  an admirable achievement in difficult times.
As wonderful as this performance was, we were
lacking those shared experiences when it came to
live events.
We can only hope that in the year to come, we will
regain the more active support and encouragement
of the Beaulieu Family in all our cultural endeavours.

Let the music speak!
Miss S. Grasmuck
Head of Music

DRAMA REPORT
Drama was a little different this year. Instead
of our annual play and monologue evening,
we invited the Grade Seven drama pupils
to participate in an event called The Final
Curtain Call. Pupils were required to film
themselves performing a monologue or
dialogue. A video was compiled of all the
performances and shown to the whole
school. The video contained Frank Sinatras
The Final Curtain song which played at the
beginning and the end of the video.
We are very proud of our Grade Sevens
for showing off their talents. They realised
that acting in front of a camera brings
different challenges to that of a stage
performance.
Mrs T. Cawdry
TIC Drama

EDUCATIONAL
SUPPORT STAFF:
ABSENT: Gill Ilsley (Psychologist),
Nina De Jong (Remedial), Marinda van Aarde (OT).

LINDSAY
TODD
(Remedial)

WENDY
RUITER
(Remedial)

Every child has a learning style and pace.
Each child is unique, not only capable of
learning but also capable of succeeding.
- Robert John Meehan Just like each child is unique, the Educational
Support Team at Beaulieu Preparatory comprises
of a unique team dedicated to the support and
learning of our pupils, their parents and teachers.
Although the year has been a challenging one,
on all fronts, it has not stopped our inspirational
team of remedial therapists, sensory-integrated
occupational therapists, a speech and language
therapist, educational psychologist and a
counsellor from finding new and innovative ways
to continue to support our pupils who require
help in learning and in social and emotional
well-being. Masks and screens may have become
physical barriers in the pupils lives, but nothing
can stand in the way of giving our children the
opportunity to reach their full potential and
close the gaps in their development and learning.
Mrs N. James

LINDSAY
FRANKISH
(OT)

BRITT
FOURIE
(OT)

ASHLEIGH
VAN ZYL
(Speech)

ZAHRAA
SURTEE
(Counsellor)

GRADE 0 AND MATRIC ASSEMBLY
We were really sad that, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we
could not have the pleasure of watching our tallest and
shortest students walk down the middle aisle of the school
hall to mark the occasion of our Matric and Grade 0 Assembly,
this year.
We were, however, determined that some sort of celebration
should take place to mark 2020s alumni assembly. We had
to take on a very different, virtual format. As Mrs Hillen said
in her address, we have become better at being together,
apart. The BPS class of 2015 sent in video clips of themselves,
detailing memories of their time at the Prep school, their
achievements in High School and their plans for 2021 and
beyond. It was a treat to see the confident, self-assured and
articulate young adults that they have become.
The Grade 0 teachers filmed their young charges reciting
poems, the HorseShoe Promise and the School Prayer.
In addition, we had messages to the children from Mrs Hillen
and Mr Brighton. Thank you, Mr Brighton, for putting all the
videos together into an assembly which we watched in the
Auditorium with the Matrics on the 8th October.
This was followed by some light refreshments with the
teachers who had taught this group, giving everyone a short
time to catch up and chat. The rest of the school was able
to watch the assembly on YouTube the following day.
Mrs T. Newman

PTF (PARENT REPRESENTATION):
Marc Tooth (Chair), Dinana Reid (Vice Chair),
Lungile Tom (Treasurer), Karunes Naidoo (Secretary),
Du Mhango, Erica Bopape, Sophy Moumakoe,
Ohiwe-ei Felix Unuigbe, Vivian Kiewitz,
Rowan Goeller (Advisory), Kerry Kleb (Advisory).

PTF CHAIRS REPORT
It has been the most challenging year...
At the beginning of the year, we looked at our event planner
to see which projects needed funding. Under normal
circumstances, I would be reporting on the fundraising
events that the PTF had organized and executed for the year.
Due to the lockdown regulations, all the planned fund raising
events had to be cancelled, however, this report also holds
some positive news.
Our most important project for the year, by far, was the
supply of face masks for the children. Thanks must go out
to Mrs Hillen, and the staff at the school, for the urgency in
which the information was supplied to make sure the masks
had all the childrens names printed on them. Also, thanks
go out to the PTF for driving this project and ensuring that
the children received their masks when the school reopened.
Im sure the Grade 00 children are thrilled to have the new
shade sails, just in time for warm summer days. Our swimmers
will also be excited to have new starting blocks, ready for
the swimming season and inter-house gala. The cricket
scoreboard has been upgraded too; just keep your eye on
the ball and not the scoreboard.
The finalization of the solar PV project, to relieve power
restrictions from Eskom, has been on hold due to lockdown
regulations. We are still engaging with the school and looking
into the solar PV project and weighing up all the available
options.
I would like to encourage you to please sign up or change
a beneficiary, on the MySchool card programme to the school.
Every swipe helps us fund projects for all our children.
Thank you to the members of the PTF, old and new, for all
your input and dedication throughout this trying year.
In closing, please come and chat to any of the PTF members.
We would love to hear your suggestions on possible events,
your thoughts on improvements made or where you feel
we could be doing more. Any feedback is good feedback.
Ultimately, we want parents and children to be proud of this
wonderful school, its dedicated teachers and most importantly,
the amazing pupils.
Mr Marc Tooth
PTF Chair

- JUDO -

- ACTION CRICKET -

CENTRAL GAUTENG U/13 ACTION CRICKET
Kyle Kennerley, Sean Mason, and Joshua Haskins were selected
to represent the Central Gauteng U/13 Action Cricket
Team for the annual Interprovincial Tournament. This is the
highest level of indoor cricket in the country, from which
a team was due to be selected for the 2021 World Cup
Squad. Unfortunately, the event was cancelled due to COVID19 restrictions.

OLIVER FIELDHOUSE
Oliver achieved his brown belt in Judo in
2020. He also qualified as a regional judo
referee. He holds SA and Gauteng colours
and he won Gold at the SA Schools
Championships.

- HIPHOP -

POLOKO LETHOLA
Poloko participated in the SA Champs in
December and he won first place for his
individual solo performance. He also won
the Overall Best Dance Solo award for
his age group. His achievement qualifies
him to represent South Africa in the USA
at the World Championships in 2021.

- SWIMMING -

- VAULTING -

GAUTENG VAULTING CHAMPIONSHIPS 2020
Gauteng Vaulting Championship was held on the weekend
of the 31st October and the 1st November 2020. Beaulieu
Preparatory pupils did exceptionally well at the show, not
only winning their respective age group categories but also
the overall categories as follows:
« E Grade Champion  Giana Gonzaga (Gr 2)
« D Grade Champion  Zara Goeller (Gr 2)
« 1* (C Grade) Champion  Hayley Lillico (Gr 3)
« 2* (B Grade) U/14 Champion  Jenna Blaauw (Gr 6)
« Hayley Lillico and Zara Goeller also won the
Walk Pairs class.
ZARA GOELLER
Zara Goeller competed in the D Grade barrel and horse
classes and won her age group (U/12). She was also awarded
the overall title of D Grade Champion which is not age
group specific. Zara has only just turned eight.

JENNA BLAAUW
Jenna competed in a CGA Level 2 gala in
November at which she recorded personal
best times for all her races. Her 50m
Freestyle time (31,52s) would be a new
record for Beaulieu Prep interhouse galas.

- EQUESTRIAN -

LUCA WATSON
Luca has had an excellent season despite
restrictions due to COVID-19. He won
first place in the 2020 Gauteng Equestrian
Championships and was crowned the
new 2020 Pony Rider 1m Gauteng
Champion on 3 October. Luca went on
to compete in the SA Champs in
Decemeber and he became the Reserve
SA Champion. He was also awarded the
Victor Ludorum title. Luca ends 2020
ranked first in South Africa in the Pony
Rider 1m category.

Another goodbye is to a legend of ours
She raises fish and she also has cows
wild
She loves being barefoot and out in the
And would give her life to help any child
years
She has been a part of us for so many
And has helped dry so many tears
Part of the furniture is too blasé
You ARE this school in every way
more
We salute you Bobby and will miss you
.
Your beautiful heart, we will forever adore
Susi Grasmuck and Angie Webster

Mrs Bain was my Grade 0
teacher in 1996. I remember
her as a kind-hearted and caring
teacher who loved animals and
nature, and I completely adored
her for it. She also taught me
to swim in the Stais family pool.
Twenty-four years later and not
much has changed. I will always
remember her as my first "big
school" teacher.
Ashleigh Kromm Gr 0 1996

························

I used to say that Mrs Bain was
one in a million because she is
that special. I soon realised my
error; shes actually one of a
kind. Her legacy of care has
become central to the way in
which we do things at school.
Noële Hillen

························

Bobby has always given more
than she has taken. She has
loved, nurtured and taught
more than most. I am honoured
and privileged to call Bobby my
friend.
Tess Hughes

························

I just want to say, Thank you.
You always listened, you always
had something constructive to
say, and you always offered
support and encouragement.
Brian Ngulube

························

Bobby Bain, a legend, warm and
caring, loving and kind, she is
one in a million. Debs Waldron

························

I will miss you, Bobby, the most
energetic, tenacious person I
know, who is always willing to
go the extra mile, especially
when it comes to helping
and caring for those in need.
Brenda Willis

························

Thank you for always motivating us to do our best.
Portia Kobeni

A lady who lived the virtues
of selflessness, and the
importance of caring for our
fellow man. I am privileged
to have worked with you,
Bobby. Farewell!
Tracy Newman

······················

Bobby has a kind heart and
compassionate demeanour,
we wish her a fulfilling and
relaxing retirement.
Donovan Williams

······················

Mrs Bain, you have touched
so many little lives over the
years. I salute you! Take the
time to feed your soul, on
your beloved farm.
Salomé Higgins

······················

Bobbys love for the children in her care was a shining
light.
Gabi Pinker

······················

Thank you for being not
only a great boss but also a
super friendly human being.
Grace Rasimphi

······················

You are an amazing person,
caring and loving for all
people. Rosalia Mahlatsi

······················

You will always be next to
my heart, Mrs Bain.
Jane Ndobe

·····················

Bobby, a more kind and
caring person than you is
hard to find! Lucille Kleb

·····················

I will never forget seeing
you at the start of Woman
Rider World Relay. Bobby,
you made me cry with joy!
Your encouragement and
support was so appreciated.
Silke Roscoe

······················

Mrs Bain, you are one
of the people that one
would try to imitate.
Pretty Ncube

Bobby is a salt of the
earth person. Her
s i l ve r h a i r a n d
kind smile are her
signature look. She
is kind, caring and
always up for a laugh.
Children, parents and
teachers had fun in
her class and on her
farm. She is one of
BPSs true pioneers.
Kenda Melvill Smith

·····················

Mrs Bain, you have taught
me a lot, which has really
helped me to become a
better person.Your inspirational and motivational
words of advice will continue to push me to do my
best. Martha Masango

······················

Not many people have the
privilege to work under
someone as caring and
understanding as you, Mrs
Bain, your love means a lot
to me!
Lina Nkhoma

······················

Thank you for the love,
patience and care that you
gave us.
Thembi Kona

······················

You have been a good
mother and a great Boss to
me since I met you.You are
so humble and kind to all
of us. Ill miss you!
Sinah Nkoana

······················

Mrs Bain, you were my
boss, but if felt like you were
a mother to me. I cannot
express my words enough,
Im going to miss you so
much.
Pinky Dlamini

······················

I am very blessed to have
had a boss like you, Mrs
Bain. You are very kind and
professional. Israel Ndlovu

······················

You have truly been a gift
in my life. I dont know how
I can ever thank you for all
you have done.
Monica Shezi

FROM PAST PARENTS...
Bobby has a heart that is too big for
this world and she taught our kids
that their lives mattered. I will forever
be grateful to you Bobby for how
you encouraged Torie to be kind
and gentle.
Joan Pickup

····························

What we will always remember
about Mrs Bain is that she shared
the class hamster and Greg felt so
special when he was allowed to take
one-eyed Starlight home for the
holidays!
Jane Ferraris

····························

Bobbys love and care gave Dain such
a good grounding and sense of
purpose which ensured that he truly
loved school from start to finish.
She really was amazing.
Marc, Mia and Dain Ongers

···························

Bobby, thank you for being the
kindest, warmest and fairest friend
and teacher over all these years.
We love and miss you!
Michelle (de Jong) Blaauw

H ORSESHOE
P ROMISE
Today, I promise
to be respectful
of others and
of my world.
I will try to recycle
wherever possible
And I will ensure that
I have a good rapport
with all who form part
of our community.
I will be a responsible pupil
of Beaulieu Preparatory.
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